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Re: Testimony on the Apphcation of Oceanic
Time Warner Cable LLC for Renewal of Franchises
For Maui County and Lahaina/West Maui
Aloha,
Enclosed please find six (6) original petitions signed by 334 individuals,
commenting on the application of Oceanic Time Warner Cable LLC to renew its
franchises for Maui County and Lahaina/West Maui.
After hearing my comments at the DCCA’s public hearing in Lahaina on
October 22, 2013, a resident asked me to prepare a written summary in the form of a
petition. He quickly collected 334 signatures on six copies of the petition, reporting that
the people he approached were eager to sign.
Based on this experience, we respectfully submit these petitions not only as the
views of those who signed, but as representative of the views of many people in Maui
County, whom we do not have the resources to reach.
Many thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Susan (Suki) Halevi

AKAKO: MAUI COMMUNrY TELEvISIoN
333 DAIRY ROAD, STE. 104
KAHULuI, HAwAI’I 96732

808-871-5554
info@akaku.org
www.akaku.org

Comments on Oceanic Time Warner Cable’s
Application for Franchise Renewal in Maui County
On October 22, 2013, Suki Halevi, Director of Development at Akaku: Maui
Community Television, commented on Oceanic Time Warner’s (OTW) cable franchise
renewal application at a DCCA public hearing in Lahaina, Maui. A Lähaina resident
asked Suki to prepare this summary.
--OTW says it won’t provide cable service to areas it considers “underdeveloped,”
meaning no service unless there are at least 25 homes per mile. This doesn’t serve the
needs of Maui County. People in less populated areas should not be marginalized. They
need access to cable services to stay connected.
--In 2012, OTW’s parent company reported increased earnings with a decrease in
subscribers. Some investors say Time Warner’s strategy is to boost earnings with highpriced services and cut loose subscribers who can’t afford to pay more. This may work
for Time Warner, but it doesn’t work for the residents and businesses of Maui County.
--Although DCCA doesn’t regulate the internet, it can negotiate with OTW as part
of the franchise renewal. In 2005, DCCA negotiated with the cable company to provide
Internet for Hana, even though the cable company claimed it was not feasible.
--OTW recently upgraded Molokai from microwave to fiber optic service. Until
then, Molokai subscribers paid RoadRunner prices for much slower speeds. It’s faster
now, but still not as fast as RoadRunner. LAna’i and Hana are still struggling with
microwave. What is OTW’s plan to improve service to Molokai, Lana’i and Hana?
--From 2007 —2012, OTW’s total revenue from its Maui County cable franchises
was $367,333,780. OTW received over $68.5 million from Maui County subscribers in
2012 alone. Many of the upgrades OTW talks about are new product lines that will cost
subscribers more money. What is OTW’s plan to give back to the community? We
would like to know the specifics.
--OTW says it will increase bandwidth by moving channels from analog to digital
and using switched digital video. Cable TV will be part of the multi-screen distribution
of video content, on TVs, the internet and mobile devices. We don’t want to lose public,
governmental and educational (PEG) access channels in this transition. We want
community media to make the transition too.
--Last year, when OTW moved UHMC channels, people couldn’t find favorite
shows, such as “Preserving Our Recollections.” There are many analog subscribers in
Maui County. How many received digital set-top boxes and knew how to find the
channels that OTW moved? What specific benefits did these subscribers receive, in
exchange for losing analog channels?
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--In the new franchise, DCCA can make sure that community channels don’t get
lost as the cable company transitions to digital. AkakU should be treated the same way
other local broadcast channels are treated. During the transition, Akaku channels should
be on analog and digital with similar numbers, so people can find them, and they should
be listed in the cable guide. Alcaicu should also be available in HD, so subscribers with
HDTV can find it. People also want video on demand (VOD). To provide this, AkakO
needs more VOD capacity from OTW.
--Akaku needs increased financial support to build community access media
programs, including digital media training, internships and jobs for Maui youth. Support
for Akaku should include internet related to cable TV, so that community media can go
wherever OTW goes, not be left behind. On Oahu, cable franchise fees support internet
related to cable TV for the HENC, and cable franchise fees support PBS with no
restrictions on the use of funds.
Now more than ever, there’s a need for community media, especially in Maui
County where strong communities live in remote areas, and central areas include many
diverse communities. Hawai’i was a leader in community media when the cable
companies first arrived. Now community media is at risk of being marginalized, remote
areas are being marginalized, and subscribers who can’t afford high rates are being
marginalized----unless local regulators negotiate with the cable company on behalf of the
community. The cable company can be an important resource for the continued support
of community media. Community media has to evolve into the future together with
OTW, and DCCA is the vital organizing force that can make this happen.
The undersigned residents of Maui County agree with this testimony:
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Comments on Oceanic Time Warner Cable’s
Application for Franchise Renewal in Maui County
On October 22,2013, Suki Halevi, Director of Development at Akaku: Maui
Community Television, commented on Oceanic Time Warner’s (OTW) cable franchise
renewal application at a DCCA public hearing in Lahaina, Maui. A Lãhaina resident
asked Suki to prepare this summary.
--OTW says it won’t provide cable service to areas it considers “underdeveloped,”
meaning no service unless there are at least 25 homes per mile. This doesn’t serve the
needs of Maui County. People in less populated areas should not be marginalized. They
need access to cable services to stay connected.
--In 2012, OTW’s parent company reported increased earnings with a decrease in
subscribers. Some investors say Time Warner’s strategy is to boost earnings with highpriced services and cut loose subscribers who can’t afford to pay more. This may work
for Time Warner, but it doesn’t work for the residents and businesses of Maui County.
--Although DCCA doesn’t regulate the internet, it can negotiate with OTW as part
of the franchise renewal. In 2005, DCCA negotiated with the cable company to provide
internet for Hana, even though the cable company claimed it was not feasible.
--OTW recently upgraded Molokai from microwave to fiber optic service. Until
then, Molokai subscribers paid RoadRunner prices for much slower speeds. It’s faster
now, but still not as fast as RoadRunner. Läna’i and Hana are still struggling with
microwave. What is OTW’s plan to improve service to Molokai, Lana’i and Hana?
--From 2007 —2012, OTW’s total revenue from its Maui County cable franchises
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subscribers more money. What is OTW’s plan to give back to the community? We
would like to know the specifics.
--OTW says it will increase bandwidth by moving channels from analog to digital
and using switched digital video. Cable TV will be part of the multi-screen distribution
of video content, on TVs, the internet and mobile devices. We don’t want to lose public,
governmental and educational (PEG) access channels in this transition. We want
community media to make the transition too.
--Last year, when OTW moved UHMC channels, people couldn’t find favorite
shows, such as “Preserving Our Recollections.” There are many analog subscribers in
Maui County. How many received digital set-top boxes and knew how to find the
channels that OTW moved? What specific benefits did these subscribers receive, in
exchange for losing analog channels?
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--In the new franchise, DCCA can make sure that community channels don’t get
lost as the cable company transitions to digital. Akaku should be treated the same way
other local broadcast channels are treated. During the transition, Akakil channels should
be on analog and digital with similar numbers, so people can find them, and they should
be listed in the cable guide. Akaicti should also be available in HD, so subscribers with
HDTV can find it. People also want video on demand (VOD). To provide this, Akakii
needs more VOD capacity from OTW.
--Akaku needs increased financial support to build community access media
programs, including digital media training, intemships and jobs for Maui youth. Support
for Akaku should include internet related to cable TV, so that community media can go
wherever OTW goes, not be left behind. On Oahu, cable franchise fees support internet
related to cable TV for the HENC, and cable franchise fees support PBS with no
restrictions on the use of hinds.
Now more than ever, there’s a need for community media, especially in Maui
County where strong communities live in remote areas, and central areas include many
diverse communities. Hawai’i was a leader in community media when the cable
companies first arrived. Now community media is at risk of being marginalized, remote
areas are being marginalized, and subscribers who can’t afford high rates are being
marginalized----unless local regulators negotiate with the cable company on behalf of the
community. The cable company can be an important resource for the continued support
of community media. Community media has to evolve into the future together with
OTW, and DCCA is the vital organizing force that can make this happen.
The undersigned residents of Maui County agree with this testimony:
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Comments on Oceanic Time Warner Cable’s
Application for Franchise Renewal in Maui County
On October 22, 2013, Suki Halevi, Director of Development at Akaku: Maui
Community Television, commented on Oceanic Time Warner’s (OTW) cable franchise
renewal application at a DCCA public hearing in Lahaina, Maui. A Lahaina resident
asked Suki to prepare this summary.
--OTW says it won’t provide cable service to areas it considers “underdeveloped,”
meaning no service unless there are at least 25 homes per mile. This doesn’t serve the
needs of Maui County. People in less populated areas should not be marginalized. They
need access to cable services to stay connected.
--In 2012, OTW’s parent company reported increased earnings with a decrease in
subscribers. Some investors say Time Warner’s strategy is to boost earnings with highpriced services and cut loose subscribers who can’t afford to pay more. This may work
for Time Warner, but it doesn’t work for the residents and businesses of Maui County.
--Although DCCA doesn’t regulate the internet, it can negotiate with OTW as part
of the franchise renewal. In 2005, DCCA negotiated with the cable company to provide
internet for Hana, even though the cable company claimed it was not feasible.
--OTW recently upgraded Molokai from microwave to fiber optic service. Until
then, Molokai subscribers paid RoadRunner prices for much slower speeds. It’s faster
now, but still not as fast as RoadRunner. Lana’ i and Hana are still struggling with
microwave. What is OTW’s plan to improve service to Molokai, Lana’i and Hana?
--From 2007—2012, OTW’s total revenue from its Maui County cable franchises
was $367,333,780. OTW received over $68.5 million from Maui County subscribers in
2012 alone. Many of the upgrades OTW talks about are new product lines that will cost
subscribers more money. What is OTW’s plan to give back to the community? We
would like to know the specifics.
--OTW says it will increase bandwidth by moving channels from analog to digital
and using switched digital video. Cable TV will be part of the multi-screen distribution
of video content, on TVs, the internet and mobile devices. We don’t want to lose public,
governmental and educational (PEG) access channels in this transition. We want
community media to make the transition too.
--Last year, when OTW moved UHMC channels, people couldn’t find favorite
shows, such as “Preserving Our Recollections.” There are many analog subscribers in
Maui County. How many received digital set-top boxes and knew how to find the
channels that OTW moved? What specific benefits did these subscribers receive, in
exchange for losing analog channels?
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--In the new franchise, DCCA can make sure that community channels don’t get
lost as the cable company transitions to digital. Akalcu should be treated the same way
other local broadcast channels are treated. During the transition, Alcaki) channels should
be on analog and digital with similar numbers, so people can find them, and they should
be listed in the cable guide. Akaku should also be available in HD, so subscribers with
HDTV can find it. People also want video on demand (VOD). To provide this, Akaku
needs more VOD capacity from OTW.
--Akaku needs increased financial support to build community access media
programs, including digital media training, internships and jobs for Maui youth. Support
for AkakU should include internet related to cable TV, so that community media can go
wherever OTW goes, not be left behind. On Oahu, cable franchise fees support internet
related to cable TV for the HENC, and cable franchise fees support PBS with no
restrictions on the use of fimds.
Now more than ever, there’s a need for community media, especially in Maui
County where strong communities live in remote areas, and central areas include many
diverse communities. Hawai’i was a leader in community media when the able
companies first arrived. Now community media is at risk of being marginalized, remote
areas are being marginalized, and subscribers who can’t afford high rates are being
marginalized----unless local regulators negotiate with the cable company on behalf of the
community. The cable company can be an important resource for the continued support
of community media. Community media has to evolve into the future together with
OTW, and DCCA is the vital organizing force that can make this happen.
The undersigned residents of Maui County agree with this testimony:
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Comments on Oceanic Time Warner Cable’s
Application for Franchise Renewal in Maui County
On October 22,2013, Suki Halevi, Director of Development at Akakil: Maui
Community Television, commented on Oceanic Time Warner’s (OTW) cable franchise
renewal application at a DCCA public hearing in Lahaina, Maui. A Lahaina resident
asked Suki to prepare this summary.
--OTW says it won’t provide cable service to areas it considers “underdeveloped,”
meaning no service unless there are at least 25 homes per mile. This doesn’t serve the
needs of Maui County. People in less populated areas should not be marginalized. They
need access to cable services to stay connected.
--In 2012, OTW’s parent company reported increased earnings with a decrease in
subscribers. Some investors say Time Warner’s strategy is to boost earnings with highpriced services and cut loose subscribers who can’t afford to pay more. This may work
for Time Warner, but it doesn’t work for the residents and businesses of Maui County.
--Although DCCA doesn’t regulate the internet, it can negotiate with OTW as part
of the franchise renewal. In 2005, DCCA negotiated with the cable company to provide
Internet for Hana, even though the cable company claimed it was not feasible.
--OTW recently upgraded Molokai from microwave to fiber optic service. Until
then, Molokai subscribers paid RoadRunner prices for much slower speeds. It’s faster
now, but still not as fast as RoadRunner. Läna’i and Hana are still struggling with
microwave. What is OTW’s plan to improve service to Molokai, Lana’i and Hana?
--From 2007 —2012, OTW’s total revenue from its Maui County cable franchises
was $367,333,780. OTW received over $68.5 million from Maui County subscribers in
2012 alone. Many of the upgrades OTW talks about are new product lines that will cost
subscribers more money. What is OTW’s plan to give back to the community? We
would like to know the specifics.
--OTW says it will increase bandwidth by moving channels from analog to digital
and using switched digital video. Cable TV will be part of the multi-screen distribution
of video content, on TVs, the internet and mobile devices. We don’t want to lose public,
governmental and educational (PEG) access channels in this transition. We want
community media to make the transition too.
--Last year, when OTW moved UHMC channels, people couldn’t find favorite
shows, such as “Preserving Our Recollections.” There are many analog subscribers in
Maui County. How many received digital set-top boxes and knew how to find the
channels that OTW moved? What specific benefits did these subscribers receive, in
exchange for losing analog channels?
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--In the new franchise, DCCA can make sure that community channels don’t get
lost as the cable company transitions to digital. Akaku should be treated the same way
other local broadcast channels are treated. During the transition, Akaku channels should
be on analog and digital with similar numbers, so people can find them, and they should
be listed in the cable guide. Akaku should also be available in ND, so subscribers with
HDTV can find it. People also want video on demand (VOD). To provide this, Alcaku
needs more VOD capacity from OTW.
--Akaku needs increased financial support to build community access media
programs, including digital media training, internships and jobs for Maui youth. Support
for Akaku should include internet related to cable TV, so that community media can go
wherever OTW goes, not be left behind. On Oahu, cable franchise fees support internet
related to cable TV for the HENC, and cable franchise fees support PBS with no
restrictions on the use of finds.
Now more than ever, there’s a need for community media, especially in Maui
County where strong communities live in remote areas, and central areas include many
diverse communities. Hawai’i was a leader in community media when the cable
companies first anived. Now community media is at risk of being marginalized, remote
areas are being marginalized, and subscribers who can’t afford high rates are being
marginalized----unless local regulators negotiate with the cable company on behalf of the
community. The cable company can be an important resource for the continued support
of community media. Community media has to evolve into the future together with
OTW. and DCCA is the vital organizing force that can make this happen.
The undersigned residents of Maui County agree with this testimony:
ADDRESS
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Comments on Oceanic Time Warner Cable’s
Application for Franchise Renewal in Maui County
On October 22, 2013, Sulci Halevi, Director of Development at Akaku: Maui
Community Television, commented on Oceanic Time Warner’s (OTW) cable franchise
renewal application at a DCCA public hearing in Lahaina, Maui. A Lahaina resident
asked Suki to prepare this summary.
--OTW says it won’t provide cable service to areas it considers “underdeveloped,”
meaning no service unless there are at least 25 homes per mile. This doesn’t serve the
needs of Maui County. People in less populated areas should not be marginalized. They
need access to cable services to stay connected.
--In 2012, OTW’s parent company reported increased earnings with a decrease in
subscribers. Some investors say Time Warner’s strategy is to boost earnings with highpriced services and cut loose subscribers who can’t afford to pay more. This may work
for Time Warner, but it doesn’t work for the residents and businesses of Maui County.
--Although DCCA doesn’t regulate the internet, it can negotiate with OTW as part
of the franchise renewal. In 2005, DCCA negotiated with the cable company to provide
internet for Hana, even though the cable company claimed it was not feasible.
--OTW recently upgraded Molokai from microwave to fiber optic service. Until
then, Molokai subscribers paid RoadRunner prices for much slower speeds. It’s faster
now, but still not as fast as RoadRunner. Lana’i and Hana are still struggling with
microwave. What is OTW’s plan to improve service to Molokai, LAna’i and Hana?
--From 2007—2012, OTW’s total revenue from its Maui County cable franchises
was $367,333,780. OTW received over $68.5 million from Maui County subscribers in
2012 alone. Many of the upgrades OTW talks about are new product lines that will cost
subscribers more money. What is OTW’s plan to give back to the community? We
would like to know the specifics.
--OTW says it will increase bandwidth by moving channels from analog to digital
and using switched digital video. Cable TV will be part of the multi-screen distribution
of video content, on TVs, the internet and mobile devices. We don’t want to lose public,
governmental and educational (PEG) access channels in this transition. We want
community media to make the transition too.
--Last year, when OTW moved UHMC channels, people couldn’t find favorite
shows, such as “Preserving Our Recollections.” There are many analog subscribers in
Maui County. How many received digital set-top boxes and knew how to find the
channels that OTW moved? What specific benefits did these subscribers receive, in
exchange for losing analog channels?

--In the new franchise, DCCA can make sure that community channels don’t get
lost as the cable company transitions to digital. Akaku should be treated the same way
other local broadcast channels are treated. During the transition, Akaku channels should
be on analog and digital with similar numbers, so people can find them, and they should
be listed in the cable guide. Akaku should also be available in HD, so subscribers with
HDTV can find it. People also want video on demand (VOD). To provide this, Akako
needs more VOD capacity from OTW.
--Akaku needs increased financial support to build community access media
programs, including digital media training, internships and jobs for Maui youth. Support
for Akaku should include internet related to cable TV, so that community media can go
wherever OTW goes, not be left behind. On Oahu, cable franchise fees support internet
related to cable TV for the HENC, and cable franchise fees support PBS with no
restrictions on the use of funds.
Now more than ever, there’s a need for community media, especially in Maui
County where strong communities live in remote areas, and central areas include many
diverse communities. Hawai’i was a leader in community media when the cable
companies first arrived. Now community media is at risk of being marginalized, remote
areas are being marginalized, and subscribers who can’t afford high rates are being
marginalized----unless local regulators negotiate with the cable company on behalf of the
community. The cable company can be an important resource for the continued support
of community media. Community media has to evolve into the future together with
OTW. and DCCA is the vital organizing force that can make this happen.
The undersigned residents of Maui County agree with this testimony:
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Comments on Oceanic Time Warner Cable’s
Application for Franchise Renewal in Maui County
On October 22, 2013, Suki Halevi, Director of Development at AkakU: Maui
Community Television, commented on Oceanic Time Warner’s (OTW) cable franchise
renewal application at a DCCA public hearing in Lahaina, Maui. A Lahaina resident
asked Suki to prepare this summary.

--OTW says it won’t provide cable service to areas it considers “underdeveloped,”
meaning no service unless there are at least 25 homes per mile. This doesn’t serve the
needs of Maui County. People in less populated areas should not be marginalized. They
need access to cable services to stay connected.
--In 2012, OTW’s parent company reported increased earnings with a decrease in
subscribers. Some investors say Time Warner’s strategy is to boost earnings with highpriced services and cut loose subscribers who can’t afford to pay more. This may work
for Time Warner, but it doesn’t work for the residents and businesses of Maui County.
--Although DCCA doesn’t regulate the internet, it can negotiate with OTW as part
of the franchise renewal. In 2005, DCCA negotiated with the cable company to provide
internet for Hana, even though the cable company claimed it was not feasible.
--OTW recently upgraded Molokai from microwave to fiber optic service. Until
then, Molokai subscribers paid RoadRunner prices for much slower speeds. It’s faster
now, but still not as fast as RoadRunner. Läna’i and Hana are still struggling with
microwave. What is OTW’s plan to improve service to Molokai, Lana’i and Hana?
--From 2007—2012, OTW’s total revenue from its Maui County cable franchises
was $367,333,780. OTW received over $68.5 million from Maui County subscribers in
2012 alone. Many of the upgrades OTW talks about are new product lines that will cost
subscribers more money. What is OTW’s plan to give back to the community? We
would like to know the specifics.
--OTW says it will increase bandwidth by moving channels from analog to digital
and using switched digital video. Cable TV will be part of the multi-screen distribution
of video content, on TVs, the internet and mobile devices. We don’t want to lose public,
governmental and educational (PEG) access channels in this transition. We want
community media to make the transition too.
--Last year, when OTW moved UHMC channels, people couldn’t find favorite
shows, such as “Preserving Our Recollections.” There are many analog subscribers in
Maui County. How many received digital set-top boxes and knew how to find the
channels that OTW moved? What specific benefits did these subscribers receive, in
exchange for losing analog channels?

0
—In the new franchise, DCCA can make sure that community channels don’t get
lost as the cable company transitions to digital. Aicaku should be treated the same way
other local broadcast channels are treated. During the transition, Akalcu channels should
be on analog and digital with similar numbers, so people can find them, and they should
be listed in the cable guide. AkakU should also be available in HD, so subscribers with
HDTV can find it. People also want video on demand (VOD). To provide this, Akaku
needs more VOD capacity from OTW.
—Akaku needs increased financial support to build community access media
programs, including digital media training, intemships and jobs for Maui youth. Support
for Akaku should include internet related to cable TV, so that community media can go
wherever OTW goes, not be left behind. On Oahu, cable franchise fees support internet
related to cable TV for the HENC, and cable franchise fees support PBS with no
restrictions on the use of funds.
Now more than ever, there’s a need for community media, especially in Maui
County where strong communities live in remote areas, and central areas include many
diverse communities. Hawai’i was a leader in community media when the cable
companies first arrived. Now community media is at risk of being marginalized, remote
areas are being marginalized, and subscribers who can’t afford high rates are being
marginalized----unless local regulators negotiate with the cable company on behalf of the
community. The cable company can be an important resource for the continued support
of community media. Community media has to evolve into the future together with
OTW, and DCCA is the vital organizing force that can make this happen.
The un~rsigned residents of Maui County agree with this testimony:
ADDRESS
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STATE OF HAWAII DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
CABLE TELEVISION ADMINISTRATION

These are my written comments RE: The consolidated application for renewal of the
Maui County and Lahaina cable television franchise application submitted by Oceanic
Time Warner Cable
Maui County is the only county in the United States separated by water. Made up of four
islands, Maui County has a significant concentration of Native Hawaiian population and
some of the most rural and underserved areas in the nation when it comes to access to
broadband and television media. Akaku is Maui County’s only electronic public media
resource. These important characteristics position Maui County as deserving of a
comprehensive cable franchise agreement that fits its needs and guarantees a sustainable
community media future for all its residents. Time Warner has collected more than
$68,000,000 in revenue from Maui County subscribers in 2012 and will collect billions
more if it’s franchise is renewed for another twenty years. I recommend that, at minimum,
the following public media provisions be provided as a condition of franchise renewal, as
rentfor the rise ofMaui County’s public rights of way:
1. Time Warner should be required to build out cable tv and broadband service to every
home in Maui County
2. Akaku’s PEG channels must be carried in the same format and with the same signal
quality as all local broadcast channels. This will require guaranteed channel placement on
all service tiers, keep them easy to find and repeat them in RD
3. There should be no diminishment of current dedicated PEG analog electronic spectrum
without the full written consent of Akaku and the DCCA.
4. Funding for Akaku should be increased with no cable company restraints on Akaku’s
use of cable fees to provide content on cable TV, internet, digital devices or any other
media platfonn currently in use or yet to be invented.

5. Oceanic Time Warner must provide PEG services to Akaku and Maui County that are
the same or better than the PEG services it provides to any other jurisdiction for the
duration of the franchise.
6. Time Warner needs to pay 5% of franchise fees from cable gross revenue and a
reasonable capital contribution of no less than $4.00 per subscriber per year with annual
4% increases for the duration of the franchise term. Funding should be contractual for the
term of the franchise notwithstanding changes in state or federal legislation:2

DD

r~
(j~

7. Oceanic Time Warner should be required to provide fast, affordable, broadband that
will achieve minimum speeds of 1 gigabit symmetrical service by 2018 for all Maui
County residents and business subscribers
8. Oceanic must provide free broadband andlorWiFi in all county parks, recreational
areas and community centers.
9. To support economic development and education, Oceanic Time Warner must provide
live upstream transmission capability and high speed broadband service to designated
Community Anchor Institutions, public and private schools, government buildings,
hospitals, libraries, community centers, community media centers, non-profit agencies,
Akaku and public parks at no charge.

10. Oceanic Time Warner must provide 25 hours per month of video on demand
capability to Akaku for the duration of the franchise with increased capacity to be
negotiated during the franchise term.
11. Oceanic Time Warner must providel00 promotional spot inventory per month in run
of schedule to be programmed by Akaku.
12. If the franchise agreement with the DCCA is superseded or replaced with federal
and/or state broadband regulation and/or state video programming/broadband franchises,
Time Warner must agree that equivalent fees or revenue from taxes on broadband
revenue will be used to fund local access and programming (formerly PEG access
channels), which will be program sources connected to the internet.
13. Oceanic Time Warner must bear cost of PEG conversion of NTSC signal to digital
and the cost of connecting Akalcu to other carriers as a condition of franchise.
14. Time Warner must provide PEG channels on digital tiers with closed captioning
capability and all PEG channels must be recordable and able to work with DVR
recording devices.
15. Since PEG access channels and services are “electronic public commons” with
nantwcast and non-market based characteristics, ratings and viewership metrics must
have lowest priority on evaluating community communications needs in order to
establish channel expansion and/or increased public bandwidth requirements.
16. Net neutrality principles and bandwidth symmetry characteristics must be guaranteed
for the duration of the franchise.
17. Oceanic Time Warner’s franchise should be revocable for cause after notice and due
process for failure to perform.
In conclusion, Oceanic Time Warner’s franchise renewal application must be looked at in
the context of a rapidly evolving video market so that the PEG access paradigm can

7

continue to flourish with adequate technical support and thnding, in exchange for use of
public rights of way regardless of the technology.
Mahalo
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Dear Sirs,
I gave up cable in no small part because I resented contributing to Alcaku. The
programming is completely unmonitored allowing the indulgence of individuals of
various stripes ranging from the most boring TV time imaginable to the most outrageous.
The last straw for me was a program wherein the speaker (Don Brown) , spewing antiSemitic diatribe over a banner reading “Jew Watch”, was featured and kept on.
Most of the rest of the programming simply did not justi~r the resources spent on them.
Robert Sine
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“Michelle Esteban’
<Mlchelle.Esteban@co.mau
i.hi.us>
11/15/2013 04:09 PM

0
To <cabletv@dcca.hawaii.gov>

bcc
Subject Franchise Renewal Testimony

1 attachment

DCCA.pdt

Aloha,
Attached you will find the franchise renewal testimony from the County of Maui that is addressed
to Keali’i Lopez, Director.
Mahalo,

Michelle Esteban
Secretary
Office of the Mayor
County of Maui
200 South High St.
Wailuku, HI 96793

0
ALAN

0

M. ARAKAwA

200 Soulh High Street

MAYOR

Wailuku.Hatai’i 96793-2155
Telephone (808) 270-7855
Faic (808) 270-7870
e-mail: mayorsofficc@mauicounty.gov

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Keena 0 Ka Meia
COUNTY OF MAui

Kalana 0 Maui

November 15, 2013
Keali’i Lopez, Director
Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs
P.O. Box 541
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809
Aloha Director Lopez,
I am writing to comment on the Oceanic Time Warner Cable franchise renewal
proceeding now underway in Maui County. Maui Nui is unique from the rest of the state.
We are the only county in the nation with four islands separated by water and we have
many underserved rural areas, many with significant native Hawaiian population. We
need an agreement that fits Maui, not the same agreement negotiated for the County of
Honolulu in 2009.
As cable technology evolves from the delivery of entertainment and broadcast
television channels, to a system that provides voice, internet and a variety of new services
via broadband, it is important that the state take an active role in preserving and
protecting the public “electronic commons” currently operating as Public, Education and
Government (PEG) Access under the auspices of Akaku. Alcaku is Maui County’s only
television media. We rely on Akaku to help us talk to one another and it deserves
increased thnding and full support.
The following are the minimum services I recommend the state require from the cable
company in exchange for the use of public rights of way during the franchise term.
-

Make cable TV and affordable high speed Internet available to every resident and
business in Maui County

2. Cablecast Akaku channels with the same format and signal quality as local
broadcast channels. Keep them easy to find and repeat them in HD
3. Increase funding and capital support to Akaku with no restrictions on funds
4. Provide Maui County all public benefits Time Warner provides to any other
franchise in the nation.

5. Provide a minimum of 10 origination locations designated by Akaku for “live’
and recorded upstream video transmission to and from Molokai, Lanai and East
and West Maui
6. Include Maui representatives in negotiations with Oceanic Time Warner,
7. Franchise term should be no longer than 10 years with a 5 year review by DCCA
I also believe that Oceanic Time Warner should advertise affordable service to low
income populations, activate unused fiber on the Institutional Network for public use and
offer compensation for consolidation of the Lahaina and Kahului franchises.
Sincerely,

-

AMA:halme

ALAN M. ARAKAWA
Mayor of Maui County

Suki Halevi
<suki~akaku.org>

To cabletv©dcca.hawafl.gov

11/15/2013 04:03 PM

bcc
Subject Comments of Akaku: Maui Community Television

1 attachment

Comments of Akaku, Maui Community Television.pdf

We are submitting for your consideration the attached comments of Akaku: Maui Community
Television on the Application of Oceanic Time Warner Cable LLC to renew its franchises for
Maui County and Lahaina.
Mahalo nui,

Suki
Suki Halevi
Director of Development
Akakü: Maui Community Television
Office: (808) 871-5554
Cell: (808) 281-4378

Lii
AKAKU; MAUI COMMUNITY TELEVISION
333 DAIRY ROAD,, KAHUWI., HI. 96732
www.akaku .org (808)873-3437

Catherine Awakuni
Cable Television Administrator
DCCA-CATV
P0 Box 541
Honolulu, HI. 96809

November 15, 2013

Aloha Catherine,
Akaku is pleased to present its written comments and recommended franchise
provisions for Oceanic Time Warner’s Maui County Franchise Renewal.
We would like to respectfully suggest that the Department carefully consider the
proposed draft franchise language herein. It is our sincere belief in consultation
with some of the most knowledgeable and informed public sector cable television
attorneys and experts in the United States, that we have provided language
representing provisions that are state of the art and best of genre anywhere in
the country.
Mahalo for helping to make Maui Nui’s franchise renewal No Ka Oil

Akaku:

Community Television

Comments by Akaku: Maui Community Television
On the Application of Oceanic Time Warner Cable LLC (“OTW”)
To Renew Its Franchises for Maui County and Lähaina
Part One: General Comments
Maui County Community Television, Inc., doing business as Akaku: Maui Community
Television, respectfully submits the following comments on the Application of Oceanic Time
Warner Cable LLC (“OTW”) to renew its cable franchises for Maui County and Lahaina
(“Application”). These comments refer to and should be read together with Alcaku’s
recommendations for specific provisions to be included in the renewed franchises, submitted
herewith as Part Two of these comments.
In its Application, OTW addressed certain issues with respect to broadband availability
although it contended it was under no obligation to do so, We address those as well, and we urge
the DCCA to ca.refixlly consider the maimer in which broadband deployment and consumer
protection issues can be addressed consistent with any limitations on a franchise issued solely to
comply with the requirements of Title VI of the Communications Act of 1934 (the “Cable Act”).
Time Warner reads Title VI and current FCC decisions as limiting authority to establish any
requirements (other than I-Net requirements) that are not cable-service related. Even if Time
Warner were correct, in our view, broadband service obligations may be imposable in at least two
ways.
First, a state may be able to require any entity that uses public property to provide noncable services to obtain an appropriately conditioned authorization from, and pay appropriate fees
to the state. If the state does so, it will want to carefully distinguish between Title VI provisions
and those imposed pursuant to state law requirements; Time Warner has interpreted recent FCC
decisions to permit it to unilaterally offset against franchise fees the cost of satisi~’ing any
requirement in a Cable Act cable franchise to provide benefits that are not cable-related.
Second, broadband obligations may be imposed to remedy past deficiencies in service, or
in return for relieving an operator of obligations that otherwise apply.
Hence, it was appropriate to examine, and the DCCA should examine, how and whether
any broadband-related issues can or should be addressed.
Pace 2: “In 2005, DCCA acknowledged that Oceanic had completed the 750 MHz
upgrade to all areas of Maui County, and had also completed expedited broadband
internet service to the residents of Hana.”
Comments: It is misleading for OTW to claim that it completed the 750 MHz upgrade to
“all areas of Maui County,” without mentioning the large areas of Maui County that are not
served by OTW at all, as shown on the map included in DCCA’s 2012 Hawaii Broadband
Strategic Plan.’

OTW did provide “expedited broadband internet service” for Hãna in 2005, but only after
DCCA requested that it do so. Until then, OTW claimed that such service was not “feasible.” As
DCCA explained:
The Department determined that due to the remote geographical
location of the area, the rural Hana community and its residents would
greatly benefit from broadband Internet access services. The Department
requested TWE to provide this service to Hana as soon as possible, as
opposed to having Hana subscribers wait until the service became
technically and economically feasible based on TWE’s business plan.”2
In 2005, TWE (the predecessor to OTW) requested that DCCA agree to a four-year
extension of the term of its Maui County franchise and terminate certain Development Fund
requirements. In this context, DCCA requested that TWE provide Internet service for Hana, and
TWE voluntarily agreed. When OTW says something is not “feasible,” it may mean that it is not
in its business plan. The renewal of OTW’s franchises that expire in 2013 is an opportunity for
DCCA to request that OTW voluntarily agree to modif~r its plans as may be needed to improve
broadband service for Maui County.
To provide cable service for Hana and the island of Läna’i, OTW uses microwave
technology, not fiber optic cable. Microwave is not capable of achieving fast Internet speeds and
is affected by weather conditions that cause intermittent disruptions of cable service. Community
members in H5na confirm that OTW was recently able to improve the microwave service there
(which OTW had said was impossible, but then somehow accomplished). However, residents and
businesses in Häna and on Lãna’i are still struggling. Microwave technology is not adequate to
deliver 21st century service.
In oral testimony gathered in Hana by Alcakti and submitted to DCCA by video, the
teacher for Hawaii Technology Academy in Hana explained how her work is impeded by slow
Internet, and the Executive Director of Hana Youth Center reported that the Youth Center had to
withdraw from an OHA grant because OTW Internet service at the Youth Center could not
support the videoconferencing that was integral to participation. H5na’s school is the one of the
most under-resourced in the State, yet talented youth backed by a deeply committed local
community have won Gates Millenium Scholarships—three of them in 20l2.~ Instead of further
marginalizing East Maui (including Häna, Nahiku, Wailuanui, Ke’anae, Kipahulu, Kaupo),
Läna’i, the East End of Molokai, Huelo, Olinda, and more-—areas where there is either no cable
service or limited cable service—-we request that OTW do everything possible to expand its
subscriber base and provide service to all residents and businesses in Maui County. Youth,
schools, businesses and families all want and need to connect with other communities in Hawai’i
and around the world, through cable service and high-speed Internet.
These are only a few examples of the ways in which remote areas of Maui County have
been abandoned by OTW, on the wrong side of the digital divide. This policy may have been
defensible in the early years of the Time Warner Cable franchises, when the company was
building out and upgrading its system. However, Time Warner Cable subsidiaries have been the
only cable providers in Maui County for more than 15 years, reaping significant revenues; in the

2

six years from 2007 —2012, OTW’s total revenues from its two Maui franchises were
$367,333,780, with over $68.5 million in 2012. OTW has requested a franchise for the next 20
years. It is not acceptable for OTW to continue to leave significant areas of Maui County
unserved or underserved.
Several people at DCCA’s public hearings on OTW’s Application asked for a “most
favored nation” clause in the renew franchises, which would provide Maui County with benefits
equal to those obtained by any local franchising authority from a Time Warner Cable provider.
Here is some of what a Time Warner Cable subsidiary agreed to in New York City in 2011:
New York City on Wednesday announced a deal with Time Warner Cable
and Cablevision over their cable franchises that will bring greater
broadband Internet access into low-income communities and commercial
districts around the city. [and require] the cable companies to commit
to a limited time window for appointments and for answering calls to
customer service.
.

.

The deal
grants Time Warner Cable and Cablevision each a franchise
to provide cable television service in exchange for those concessions and a
handfUl of others, which the city pegs at an estimated value of $60 million.
These include a $10 million investment in wi-fl service in about 30 parks
and public spaces, more money for public access cable systems, and a $1.5
million commitment from Time Warner to support the NYC Media Lab, a
public-private partnership to conduct new media research. The city’s own
institutional fiber network will also get a $20 million infusion. Each
provider will pay the city five percent of its revenues from cable service.
.

.

.

In a statement released today by the city’s Department of Information
Technology and Telecommunications, city officials announced that
Gotham’s cable providers had promised to work with local non-profits to
set up 40 centers around the city where residents could access high-speed
Internet.
In a press release, the city highlighted a provision of its deal that allows
the city to renegotiate with cable providers if Internet access rather than
cable service begins to account for a greater proportion of the providers’
profits. Were that to happen, the city’s cut based on cable revenues
would start to decline.
—

—

The deal also requires cable companies to commit to a four-hour window
for service calls, answer calls within 30 seconds and commit to resolving
service outages within a set time period.4

3

Time Warner Cable has acknowledged that franchise renewal may require significant
investment in community benefits; this is a cost of doing business that the company must accept
when the local franchising authority requires it. As Time Warner Cable explains in its 2012
annual filing with the SEC:
Franchise agreements typically require payment of franchise fees and
contain regulatory provisions addressing, among other things, upgrades,
service quality, cable service to schools and other public institutions,
insurance and indemnity bonds.
After a franchise agreement expires, a
local franchising authority may seek to impose new and more onerous
requirements, including requirements to upgrade facilities, to increase
channel capacity and to provide various new services.
TWC may be
required to make significant additional investments in its cable systems in
response to requirements imposed in the course of the franchise renewal
process.5
.

.

.

.

.

.

page 6: “Oceanic now passes over 82,000 homes in Maui County.’~
Comment: According to the U.S. Census, there were 71,222 housing units in Maui
County in 2011 (including homes in areas with no access to OTW cable), and there was a
population increase ofjust over 3,000 people between 2010 and 2012.6 OTW’s statement that it
passes over 82,000 homes appears to include many thousands of homes more than the number
reported in the Census for Maui County, even taking population growth into account.
Page?: “In mid-2 103, Oceanic upgraded and substantially increased the Internet
speeds for its Molokai customers through the use of fiber optic connections.”
Comments: The Molokai Dispatch reported in July 2013 that OTW broadband internet
customers on Molokai “have waited for years, filed dozens of complaints and wrung their hands
in frustration” because of slow speeds.7 According to the Dispatch, Molokai customers paid the
same price for slower microwave service (known as “WAVE”) that other OTW customers paid
for their faster RoadRunner service. Even after the upgrade in mid-2013, speeds on Molokai are
still slower than other places, and large areas of the island (such as the East End) have no cable
service at all.
Pane 7: “Oceanic has constantly strived to bring equity to all of its subscribers in the
State, rectifying perceived service inequities that might otherwise arise between more
I sparsely-populated areas (particularly on the Neighbor Islands and rural Oahu) and
[~çdense1y-populated areas of metropolitan Honolulu.”
Comments: What are the specific ways in which OTW has brought “equity” to cable
subscribers in Maui County? If OTW is “constantly striving” to rectify “perceived service
inequities,” what is OTW’s plan for the unserved and underserved areas of Maui County? The
Application does not say.
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OTW’s Application fails to mention that in some areas of Maui County, residents pay the
same amount of money as subscribers in metropolitan Honolulu, but receive much slower speeds,
limited customer service, and in some cases, limited programming, Residents of the remote areas
of Maui County are accustomed to making do with less and having little recourse. This is not
right, especially when they are paying the same amount of money and receiving less. The
renewed franchises should requfre OTW to upgrade service to underserved areas, provide service
to unserved areas, and until then, to reduce fees and provide pro-rated refunds to customers who
pay for services they do not receive.
According to the minutes of the DCCA Cable Advisory Committee from its meeting on
December 12, 2011, Bob Barlow, President of OTW, “indicated that Oceanic invests $100 million
a year in capital improvements in order to serve its customers and to keep up with the state
concerns.”8 At the same meeting, “Mr. Barlow stated that while there are some differences
among the various islands, Oceanic views the whole state as one system and provides the exact
same service throughout the state.
.

However, the financial statements submitted to DCCA by OTW show that its capital
expenditures in 2011 for its O’ahu, Kona, Hilo, Kaua’i, L~haina and Maui franchises totaled just
over $80.3 million, not $100 million as Mr. Barlow claimed. This is a discrepancy of almost $20
million. Moreover, 84% percent of OTW’s $80.3 million in capital expenditures in 2011 was for
its O’ahu franchise. Capital expenditures in 2011 for the Maui and Lahaina franchises totalled
$4.8 million. The Maui County franchises had 53,000 subscribers in 2011, which is 19% of
O’ahu’s 280,000 subscribers, If OTW had invested in Maui County 19% of the amount it
invested in O’ahu, capital expenditures in Maui County would have been $12.8 million, not $4.8
million. The numbers for 2011 show how Maui County has been shortchanged and neglected by
OTW. Mr. Barlow’s statements to the CAC at the end of 2011 demonstrate the difference
between what OTW claims to be doing and what the numbers really are.
One of Time Warner Cable’s recent innovations is TWC WiFiTh Hotspots, which provide
free WiFi for Time Warner Cable customers with Standard Internet or higher. If you are in
downtown Honolulu, this is a great benefit—there are TWC WiFi~’ hotspots in many areas of the
city. If you’re in Maui County, there’s almost no benefit at all. There are three TWC WiFP”
hotspots in Maui County---one at the OTW service center in a remote area of Kahului (where
there are few homes or businesses), and two on the same street iii Kihei.
Pages 7 8: “Oceanic has also taken its obligation to be a good corporate citizen
very seriously. Over the course of its history in Hawaii, Oceanic has made available
substantial amounts of funding for various non-profit entities in the State.”
—

Comments: On September 27, 2012, Patf/Ic Business News reported that OTW had
terminated its discount program for non-profit organizations. OTW sent letters to Hawaii
nonprofits stating, “Courtesy accounts with either free or heavily discounted cable or Internet
service have been grandfathered since May 2011 and will no longer be offered.”1° Hidden toward
the end of the letter was the warning, “Ifwe do not receive a reply from you within 30 days of
this notice to update your account it will be necessary for us to discoimedt your existing service.”

5

For one Honolulu non-profit, “updating” their account meant paying $227 a month for Internet
service---more than double the rate that they had been paying.
Pages 8: Oceanic states that switched digital video (SDV) will allow it to
“accommodate increasing demands for greater capacity in its network” without
“costly upgrades” to its network architecture. Page 10: “[I]n order to receive
Oceanic’s two-way video services [including SDV], customers generally must have
an Oceanic-provided digital set-top box.”
Comments: Cable companies have three options for increasing bandwidth. They can
migrate analog channels to digital (which uses less bandwidth); they can deploy SDV to decrease
the amount of bandwidth in use at a given time; or they can upgrade to 1 GHz transmission from
the now standard 750— 850 MHz. For the most part, Time Warner Cable has chosen to migrate
channels and use SDV, rather than upgrading theft infrastructure to 1 0Hz. Time Warner Cable
has little incentive to upgrade. As telecommunications policy expert Susan Crawford explains:
“Having made their significant network investments some time ago, the big cable
guys are in harvesting mode and have been reaping enormous revenues for years.
Comcast’s and Time Warner Cable’s revenues of $172 billion (between 2010 and
2012) were more than seven times their capital investment of $23 billion during
that same period. Not only are all of the big cable companies’ revenues
exponentially larger than their capital expenses, but this difference is getting
much larger over
Time Warner Cable is freeing up bandwidth for a media environment that is steadily shifting
towards the Internet. The MiT Technology Review reported that Time Warner Cable makes a
97% margin on its existing Internet services.’2OTW’s move to SDV will maximize its profits with a minimum investment by the cable
company. However, customers must have an O1’W set-top box to receive SDV progranuning.
This creates an obstacle for viewers who do not have digital television and viewers who prefer to
purchase their own cable modems and obtain a Cable CAR]) from OTW. The FCC notes on its
website that “[mjany consumers prefer the convenience (and the cost-savings) of being able to
receive their cable programming without having to lease a set-top box from their cable
operator.”3 The FCC fbrther explains:
Your right to use your device with a CabIeCARD to receive all “linear”
channels (channels other than “on-demand”) in your subscription package,
including premium and specialty channels, is protected by FCC Rule
76.1 205(b)(4). (For some channels delivered using a technique called
“switched digital video,” you may need a second device called a “tuning
adapter,” which is typically provided at no additional charge.)’4
In keeping with this guidance from the FCC and because of the importance of PEG
channels to the local community, we recoimuend that the renewed cable franchises for Maui
County only allow SDV transmission of PEG channels only if (i) there are no differences in the
6

viewer experience between switched and non-switched channels and (ii) there is no need for the
suscriber to pay any additional charges than the subscriber already pays or request any different
equipment than the subscriber actuallys uses to receive commercial services from OTW. OTW
may satisf~r the requirements of clause (ii) by providing the subscriber (at no charge and without
special request) with a device that enables the subscriber to receive the SDV signal.
Pages 12 16: OTW lists numerous cable-related innovations that it has made during
the last ten years.
—

Comments: OTW’s representative has stated at DCCA’s public hearings that OTW has
made $14 million of improvements without passing the cost through to the subscribers. What
were these improvements? How many of the innovations listed on pages 12 16 of the
Application resulted in increased fees or charges to subscribers?
—

Page 13: OTW provides video on demand (VOD) by charging subscribers to watch
“featured movies and special events” and also provides “free access to selected
movies, programs and program excerpts from broadcast cable networks, music
videos, local programming and other content.”
OTW also provides over 100 channels of high-definition (ND) television. OTW
provides HI) simulcasts (HI) channels that are the same as their standard-definition
counterparts except for picture quality) at no additional charge, while subscribers pay
to receive HD programming that does not have a standard definition counterpart.
Comment: Akaku production equipment is ND, and Akakil transmits in HI), but no
subscribers are able to watch Akaku channels in ND because OTW has not made HD
transmission (or video on demand) available to AkakQ. This should be remedied in the renewed
franchises.
Page 14: OTW provides high-speed data services “based on the level of service
received.” Pa2e 16: “Oceanic offers commercial customers a variety of high-speed
data services, including Internet access
Commercial subscribers pay a flat
[~~nthly fee based on the level of service received.”
. .

In its 2012 Hawaii Broadband Strategic Plan, DCCA found that for $32/month, a resident
of Honolulu gets a maximum download speed of 3 Mbps from OTW, while residents of Seoul
enjoy download speeds of 100Mbps for the same cost, and residents of San Francisco can obtain
speeds of 200Mbps for $38/month.’5 DCCA concluded that “comparative pricing with selected
cities around the world reflects that the cost for broadband in Hawaii is very high for the speed of
service received.”6 Governor Neil Abercrombie has pledged lGigabit Internet by 2018, and
Google Fiber subscribers are already able to purchase I Gig Jntemet for $70 a month.
As a subscriber to OTW’s “Business Class” data service, Akaku struggles daily with slow
speeds and high prices. Small business owners in Kahului have discovered that they can’t obtain
for their offices the same speeds for the same prices that they from OTW at home, creating a
significant burden and constraint on small businesses and non-profit organizations. Many
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businesses and organizations have simply resigned themselves to OTW’s slow speeds and high
costs because there is nothing they can to about it. OTW claims to be a good corporate citizen,
but its pricing and service packages impose unfair constraints on the economic health of Maui
County. A good corporate citizen does not strangle the economic prospects and well-being of the
communities it serves and the people who are the source of its revenue.
Page 14: Through its TWC TV apps, OTW “enables in-home viewing of up to 300
channels of live programming on Wad, iPhone and Android devices and over 4,000
VOD programs and movies on Wad, iPhone and iPod Touch devices. Subscribers
also may watch the same Oceanic programming on their home computer via
twciv.com.”
Comment: To ensure that subscribers have the same access to PEG programming as other
OTW cable prograrmning, including local broadcast channels, we recommend that OTW make
PEG programming available on any platform it makes commercial programming available,
including without limitation the TWC TV apps and video on demand services.
Page 17: OTW is requesting a 20-year franchise renewal in Maui County. DCCA
j~ asked OTW to describe fUture changes in the cable system in the near and long term.
Comments: In every public hearing that DCCA held in Maui County, residents expressed
surprise and dismay at OTW’s request for a 20-year franchise. There is a strong consensus in
Maui County that 20 years is too long, especially given the rapid pace of technological change
and OTW’s uneven track record in Maui County. Residents suggested a five-year franchise, or at
most at ten-year franchise. In New York City in 2011, OTW’s affiliate, Time Warner NY Cable
LLC, was given a nine-year franchise (until 2020).
In its Application, OTW offers very few improvements over the next 20 years and has no
plans to upgrade the existing 750 795 MHz system. The three “longer term” improvements
mentioned in the Application include “[p]lanned increases in broadband Internet speeds.” OTW
doesn’t say what the plan is—how long will it take, how fast will the speeds be, and how much it
will cost subscribers to obtain faster service. OTW’s Application does not even mention the
upgrade of its top-tier “Ultimate” Internet service to 100 Megabits per second, which will be
offered in Hawai’i before the end of 2013 for $105 per month. This service, which Time Warner
Cable has described as a “thank you” to Ultimate subscribers, was launched in Kansas City in
2012 in response to competitive pressure from Google Fiber, although it is significantly slower
and more expensive than Google’s offering.
—

Page 30: DCCA asks whether OTW is obligated to guarantee or otherwise be
responsible for “any outstanding debt of any equity interest” in OTW.
Comments: OTW did not answer this question. Instead, it stated: “Oceanic currently
does not have any outstanding debt and does not anticipate having any outstanding debt.” A
guarantee is not an outstanding debt, it’s a contingent liability.

S

OTW’s financial statements for the Maui and Lahaina franchises state that
“[Maui’sl[Lahaina’s] assets are legally available for the satisfaction of debts of TWCE and TV/C
~‘ The debts of TWC include tens of billions in net debt and mandatorily redeemable
preferred equity. OTW’s liability for the obligations of its immediate and ultimate corporate
parents are not disclosed in the Application.
Pages 32 34: To determine OTW’s “Character Qualifications,” DCCA asked OTW
to provide information about any judgments or administrative orders that were
adverse to OTW or “any controlling entities.”
-

Comments: In its Application, OTW discloses four forfeiture orders issued against it by
the FCC, then states that “[t]he FCC recently vacated most of the findings of liability against
TWC.
OTW failed to disclose in its Application which of the FCC’s forfeiture orders was
m~1 vacated. Specifically, OTW did not disclose that after reviewing the Forfeiture Orders en
bane, the FCC ruled: “[W]e affirm the Bureau’s previous decision instituting a forfeiture against
TWC for failure to provide the requisite thirty (30) day advance written notice to the Hawaii LFA
before implementing a service change caused by the migration of certain channels to its SDV
~
..

.“

Such omissions of material information in OTW’s franchise renewal Application
calls into question OTW’s good faith. Moreover, the record shows that OTW ignored the
clear requirements of Section 76.1603(c)’9 in deploying SDV in Hawai’i, aggressively
marshaling argument after argument as it insisted that no notice to DCCA was required—
a position which the FCC found was “contrary to the express language of the rule... ,,20
In its Application, OTW also failed to disclose a 2012 FCC order requiring OTW
to carry KLEI-DT in Kailua-Kona after OTW refbsed to honor the local station’s
mandatory carriage rights.2’ The State of Hawai’i supported KLEI-DT’s position in this
matter.
Although OTW discloses that OTW and DCCA “are currently engaged in a dispute
regarding the provision of digital boxes for public access channels,” it does not provide details of
this dispute so that the public can be aware of the issues. (See ftrther comments below.)
OTW does not disclose that the New York Attorney General recovered $2.2 million that
Time Warner Cable improperly passed through to cable subscribers in ten towns from 2007 to
2013 and also required Time Warner Cable to pay the State of New York $200,000 in legal fees.22
OTW also does not disclose that prior to the Attorney General’s investigation, Time Warner
Cable voluntarily refimded an additional $1.7 million to subscribers in eight other towns, for a
total of $3.9 million collected from subscribers in violation of the franchise agreements.23 In
addition to failing to disclose the magnitude of the settlement and voluntary repayments, OTW
persists in claiming that there was nothing wrong with what Time Warner Cable did. A close
examination of OTW’s Application reveals a consistent pattern of Time Warner Cable
aggressively pushing (and frequently ignoring) the limits and requirements of the law.
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DCCA did not ask about pending litigation against OTW and its affiliates. Two classaction lawsuits were filed in 2012 against Time Warner Cable on behalf of subscribers in 29
states, alle~}ng that Time Warner Cable imposed modem rental fees in violation of consumer
fraud laws. ~
OTW offers Internet and phone service using the same cables that provide cable TV. In
its Application (p.2, n. 1), OTW states that its high-speed data service is an example of “the types
of innovative services that Oceanic has (and will continue) to provide to the residents of Maui
County.” Similarly, OTW’s decisions regarding data service are examples of its policies towards
customers and its Character Qualifications for continuing to serve subscribers in Maui County.
Initially, Time Warner Cable provided subscribers with cable modems at no charge, as
part of their cable service. In 2012, the company began charging modem rental fees. In
September 2013, OTW increased the monthly cable modem fee to $5.99, which equals $71.88 a
year. It gave notice of the fee increase in the small print on subscribers’ August bills.25 In its
Residential Services Subscriber Agreement, Time Warner Cable says it can change any terms and
conditions of its service simply by updating the terms on the Time Warner Cable website, without
providing any notice to subscribers at all.2 OTW is required to give reasonable notice of changes
to video service; if it gives “notice” by making changes on its website, there must be ubiquitous,
high-speed Internet in the service area so that everyone can access this information. Until then, it
should give prominent, written notice of any changes in service to every subscriber. In addition,
OTW must comply with all applicable state law requirements protecting consumers.
The curious thing about the $71.88 annual cable modem fee is that Time Warner Cable
(including OTW) charges this fee only for Time Warner Cable modems that are used for Internet.
If a Time Warner Cable modem is used for telephone service but not Internet, there is no cable
modem fee---even though the same modem that provides telephone service can also provide
Internet service.27 If a customer subscribes for Internet and phone service from Time Warner
Cable, but purchases their own cable modem for the Internet, they must still use a Time Warner
Cable modem for phone service, but they will not pay a cable modem fee. Nor is there a modem
fee if a Time Warner Cable modem is used only for Intelligentllome security or for the TWC TV
app.28
The New York Times published an illuminating article in which Time Warner Cable
justifies the modem fee by claiming that it was “necessary to cover the cost of repairing and
replacing cable modems over time.”29 However, the director of public relations at Time Warner
Cable acknowledges that charging a fee for Internet use but not voice service contradicts this
rationale. 30 His only real explanation for the charge was, “It’s a business decision.” The real
motive behind the business decision is especially apparent when one considers that the $71.88
annual cable modem fee is more than the cost of purchasing a new cable modem suitable for
OTW’s Standard level of Internet service. Unless OTW is replacing every customer’s modem
every year and paying retail for the replacement modems (which it is not), there is no justification
for the amount of the modem lease charge. Time Warner Cable’s “business decision” is to
impose new fees and increase existing ones, wherever and whenever they can. Time Warner
Cable’s accountants, Ernst & Young, have projected 41% profit margins for cable operators in
20l3.~’

to

Time Warner Cable admits that its pricing has nothing to do with costs. As Glenn Britt
(the CEO of Time Warner Cable) explained in discussing usage based pricing for broadband, “I
think that the conversation about usage based pricing should not be tied to a conversation about
costs
We have a lot of different products, a lot of different offerings and we’re aiming at
different segments and different combinations and the pricing will relate to that. This is not a
strict cost-base thing so those facts are interesting but not terribly relevant to pricing.”32
.

.

.

This business model is evident in Time Warner Cable’s video pricing as well. Time
Warner Cable reported an increase in avenge monthly residential video revenue (per subscriber)
in 2012, “primarily due to price increases, a greater percentage of subscribers purchasing higherpriced tiers of service and increased revenue from equipment rentals.”33 A recent Wall Sfreet
Journal blog reports, “Some investors blame Time Warner Cable’s management for not investing
adequately in the business, instead hiking rates on customers to hit quarterly earnings marks,
perhaps at the risk of customer satisfaction in the long term.”34 This may be good for Time
Warner Cable’s shareholders, but it is bad news for Maui County residents and businesses.
OTW’s questionable Character Qualifications are also demonstrated in its dealings with
the public, educational and government access organizations that serve the communities of
Hawai’i. When DCCA granted OTW a renewed franchise for 0’ahu, the terms of the franchise
Decision and Order required OTW to come to an agreement with ‘Olelo on the appropriate
amount of capital payments to be made by 01W for PEG access facilities and equipment.
Agreement with OTW was impossible, mediation failed, and OTW called in one of Time Warner
Cable’s most aggressive litigators from Washington, D.C. OTW hounded ‘Olelo for years in a
grueling arbitration, costing ‘Olelo upwards of $200,000 in legal expenses. ‘Olelo was required
to justii~’ every individual item of capital expense—it was not even allowed fimds for a new piece
of office furniture unless it could show that its existing furniture was worn out When the
arbitration finally concluded, OTW filed a petition for a contested case hearing so that it could
continue the litigation and bring additional pressure to bear on ‘Olelo. OTW brought to Hawai’i
the kind of ruthless, scorched-earth tactics that its parent company, Time Warner Cable, later used
in its negotiations against CBS.
One of the strangest moments at the DCCA’s public hearing in Kahului came when Dick
Mayer, President of the Kula Community Association, testified that OTW failed to comply with
DCCA’s requirement that it have a copy of the Application available for inspection at its Kahului
office. When Dick went to OTW’s office to examine the Application, he was told that if he
wanted to see the Application, he could find a copy at Alcaku: Maui Community Television.
These and many other actions consistently demonstrate OTW’s disregard for regulatory authority
and disdain for the community.
Page 43: DCCA asked OTW to “Describe your proposed policy about cable service
being available to all subscribers in the franchise area,” OTW replied: “Oceanic’s
current policy for extension of service to underserved and underdeveloped areas will
continue to remain the same. Oceanic will extend the HFC [hybrid fiber-coaxial]
architecture to all areas where a minimum of 25 homes per mile of stnnd or conduit
is developed, and Oceanic monitors underdeveloped areas yearly to determine if any
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new construction of homes has occurred to meet the criteria for minimum extensions
of plant. Additionally, Oceanic will extend a service drop without charge to a
resident for up to 200’ and will provide an estimate for a service drop installation
only for the additional cost beyond the 200’ limit”
Comments: OTW considers all areas of Maui County in which there are fewer than 25
homes per mile to be “underdeveloped.” OTW’s choice of words is strikingly at odds with the
pride that Maui County takes in managing development to protect its natural beauty and
traditional communities. OTW should not be allowed to limit cable service to densely populated
areas. The accompanying suggested franchise language includes requirements to complete the
build-out of OTW’s cable system to serve the needs of all areas of Maui County.
Page 45: OTW states, “In 2009, Hawaii television broadcasters converted to digital
transmission. At the present time, Oceanic will continue to distribute SD
broadcasters in analog and carry HI) broadcasters in both analog and simulcast lID.”
Comment: Akaku is an ND broadcaster, but OTW does not carry Akaku in both analog
and simulcast HD. The accompanying suggested franchise language remedies this omission.
Page 45: “The ongoing strategy for bandwidth recovery is to transition the lesserviewed analog channels to digital-only distribution and provide the viewer with
means to tune those channels either via digital directly to the television or through a
device that converts the digital channel back to analog at the set. Growing
distribution of digital channel offerings whether SD or HI) will be either through
dedicated linear digital channels (if highly viewed) or switched (if lesser viewed).”
—

—

Comments: When OTW recently migrated two PEG access channels in Maui County
from the analog to the digital tier of service, the channels simply disappeared from view for all
subscribers who do not have digital televisions or set-top boxes. A year later, Akakil still receives
phone calls from subscribers trying to find “Preserving Our Recollections,” a popular show
produced by University of Hawaii Maui College, which was previously on an analog PEG
channel.
The DCCA’s Cable Advisory Committee (CAC) considered this issue in November 2012.
At that meeting, Mr. Barlow stated that over 60% of OTW subscribers have digital boxes.35 This
means that approximately 40% of OTW subscribers are watching analog television. This is in
stark contrast to the United States generally; digital television has 89% penetration in North
America.36 The unique situation in Hawai’i calls for a comprehensive, responsible approach to
chamiel migration, with extensive outreach to subscribers, because channel migration affects far
more subscribers here than anywhere else. (OTW has not mentioned that even digital subscribers
may be unable to see the migrated channels, unless they rescan or reprogram their television.)
At the November2012 CAC meeting, Director Lopez asked Mr. Barlow to provide data
on how many subscribers requested digital boxes when channels were migrated and how many
set-top boxes OTW distributed, on a franchise by franchise basis.37 Mr. Barlow did not have the
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information at the meeting, but stated that “across the state,” the number of boxes distributed
“was between 1200 arid 1300 boxes.”38 According to financial statements filed with DCCA,
OTW had 404,000 subscribers in Hawai’i in 2011. If 40% of subscribers watch analog television,
that would mean that OTW distributed digital boxes to 0.8% of the analog subscribers statewide.
OTW’s existing digital box distribution program fails to reach subscribers or facilitate access to
the migrated channels. In addition, Mr. Barlow stated at the CAC meeting that OTW would
provide the boxes for free “for a certain length of time and after that, start charging a nominal
fee.” If there was no fee to watch University of Maui Hawaii College channels prior to their
migration, why will there be a fee to watch them in the future? This appears to be another
instance of OTW imposing more and more fees on subscribers, with little or no relation to actual
costs.
In his comments to the CAC, Roy Amemiya, President and CEO of ‘Olelo Community
Media, expressed concern that subscribers were unable to obtain free boxes.39 3 Robertson,
Managing Director of Ho’ike Kaua’i Community Television, commented that viewers on Kaua’i
were reluctant to pick up boxes or even request OTW to send them by mail.4° A more proactive
approach is required as OTW continues to migrate channels. We recommend that OTW be
required to offer organized outreach and support for the transition and to provide digital boxes to
every analog subscriber free of charge, without requiring subscribers to request one.
In its Application, OTW disclosed that Time Warner Cable entered into an agreement with
the Office of the New York Attorney General, after the Attorney General found that Time Warner
Cable “had passed through to subscribers franchise fees in excess of the limits set in its cable
franchises in several upstate New York communities.” In its Application, OTW states that Time
Warner Cable “took the position that the franchise agreements and applicable law did not prevent
its passing through the franchise fees as it had done.
.

.

Page 50: PEG
Comments: Akaku received strong, unequivocal support from the public in the
community needs assessment and in the public hearings on OTW’s Application, including
signatures from 334 individuals on a petition supporting Alcaku. Detailed proposals for PEG
support are included in the accompanying recommended franchise language.
Page 51: OTW states that when it comes to customer service, it provides
“Continuous Technical Improvement. Ease of Access. First Call Resolution...
[and] Expanded Capacities.. OTW states, “Oceanic plans no further expansion of
its customer service offices.
. .

.

.

.“

.

.

Comments: OTW does not disclose in its Application the widespread dissatisfaction with
OTW’s customer service. Numerous subscribers who testified at DCCA’s Kahului hearing on
OTW’s Application complained bitterly about OTW’s terrible service. Responding to OTW’s
request for a 20-year franchise, one resident exclaimed, “Twenty years? I wouldn’t give them
twenty mintues!” The situation is even worse in other parts of Maui County. Several subscribers
from Hana who provided video testimony to DCCA explained that OTW provides service to
Hàna only once a week. If a problem occurs on the clay after the OTW service person was there,
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the subscriber has to wait six days for service—-or longer if several people need service at the
same time and can not all be assisted in one day.
OTW’s failure to acknowledge these serious customer service issues, let alone commit to
remedying them, is further evidence of its lack of good faith and disregard for the needs of Maui
subscribers. One observer was amazed that Mr. Barlow, upon hearing the serious complaints in
Kahului, didn’t offer a pledge to address them.
OTW has two customer service offices in Math County: one in Lahaina and one in a
difficult to find location in Kahului. There are no customer service offices in South Maui, East
Maui or Upcountry, or on Läna’i or Molokai. OTW states in its Application that it has no plans
for new customer service offices anywhere in Maui County for the next 20 years.
OTW’s disregard for its subscribers in Maui County reflects the policies of its corporate
parent. On the national level, Time Warner Cable is among the very worst performing companies
in customer satisfaction.4’
In 2013, Time Warner Cable showed its disdain for subscribers by using them as pawns in
its hardball negotiating against CBS. Time Warner Cable blacked out CBS, Showtime and The
Movie Channel programming for millions of customers. After an enormous public outcry, the
company agreed to provide a credit for Showtime and The Movie Channel programming, but not
the lost CBS programming.42
Time Warner Cable is literally a national joke when it comes to customer satisfaction.
After the shutdown in October 2012, the public approval ratings of the United States Congress
dropped to 10%. The audience on John Stewart’s Daily Show burst into applause and laughter
when correspondent John Oliver said that “the only previous instance of that level of disapproval,
combined with that level of market retention, is Time Warner Cable.” Another round of laughter
followed as John Stewart called Congress the “Time Warner Cable of democracy7’3 The popular
TV show “South Park” also skewered Time Warner Cable for its notoriously poor customer
service.~
Cable subscribers continue to see a steady increase in fees, with Oceanic Time Warner
Cable annual revenues from Maui County rising from $52,647,675 to $68,586,000 in the past five
years, with fewer subscribers. This is consistent with Time Warner Cable’s national strategy of
focusing on higher-paying customers to boost earnings. The New York Times reported that Time
Warner Cable’s revenues increased in the second quarter of 2013, even after losing 191,000
television subscribers.45
OTW’s financial statements support the claim that the company is pulling money out of
the community without delivering adequate value in return. OTW’s annual revenues from Maui
County subscribers have increased by 30% in the six years from 2007 to 2012. OTW’s annual
revenues from Maui County were $52,647,675 in 2007 and $68,586,000 in 2012, an increase of
$15,938,325, even though the number of subscribers decreased by almost 1,000. OTW’s net
profit margin for the Maui County franchises was 34% in 2012.
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During the same six-year period, OTW’s selling, general and administrative expenses for
its Maui County franchises increased by $9,244,250. This does not include its cost of revenues or
its capital expenditures. Time Warner Cable’s most recent annual financial statement tiled with
the SEC explains what is included in selling, general and administrative expenses.
Selling, general and administrative expenses include amounts not
directly associated with the delivery of services to subscribers or the
maintenance of the Company’s delivery systems, such as administrative
labor costs, marketing expenses, bad debt expense, billing system charges,
non-plant repair and maintenance costs and other administrative overhead
costs.46 (p39)
For example, in 2012, Time Warner Cable’s selling, general and administrative expenses
increased as a result of hi~her compensation, higher pension costs, increased facilities expense
and increased legal costs. ~ It is hard to believe that these types of expenses have increased by
more than $9 million in Maui County alone in 2007—2012. Although the public has no access to
OTW’s detailed financial information, DCCA in examining the financial flthess of OTW may
inquire as to where all these millions from Maui subscribers are going.
Time Warner Cable’s 2012 financial statements claims that “TWC is continually
improving its installation and service processes, including shortened service windows and
guaranteed on-time appointments.”8 The accompanying proposed language for the renewed
franchises includes recommendations for improving OTW’s customer service in Maui County.
Thank you for your consideration in reviewing these detailed comments and the proposed
language for the renewed franchises, in Part Two of these comments.
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Comments by Akakil: Maui Community Television
On the Application of Oceanic Time Warner Cable LLC (“OTW”)
To Renew Its Franchises for Maui County and Lahaina
Part Two: Recommended Franchise Provisions
This document sets out some of the specific provisions that we believe should be
included in any renewal franchises issued to Oceanic Time Warner Cable LLC (“OTW”).
We would be happy to provide more information as to why we believe that each provision is
supported by the needs assessment for Maui County and public hearings.
If these conditions, or similar conditions are not agreed upon, we believe the State
should seriously consider commencing a contested proceeding.
Generally, we have limited the language to cable-service related matters. However,
as we have explained in our accompanying comments on OTW’s Application for franchise
renewals, the Application does raise important broadband issues that the DCCA should
approach carefully. As is apparent from our comments on the Application, Akaku shares the
interest of many members of the Maui community in ensuring that broadband services are
available universally, as demonstrated in the needs assessment. It may be possible to address
those issues. Among other things, in many of its franchise areas (including Maui County),
Time Warner Cable and its affiliates are installing wi-fl gateways in the streets and using
those gateways to provide wi-fl services. If the gateways are part of the cable system used in
the provision of cable services, then it may be appropriate to address the deployment of those
wi-fl nodes, and possibly the provision of free services in the cable franchise. If the
gateways are not cable-related, the DCCA or another state agency may be in a position to
adopt conditions (in the form of fees, deployment conditions, free services or the like) on
OTW’s use of public property to provide WIFi gateways. Either way, the State should
ensure that the public receives benefits from OTW’s use of public property to provide
commercial services. What we believe is important is that the DCCA (a) carefully consider
the scope of its authority and ensure that it does not ignore broadband issues that it is in a
position to address, and equally importantly (b) ensure that nothing in any Decision & Order
grants authorizing to use public rights of way to provide non-cable service without receiving
appropriate benefits for the public.
We also recognize that any language would need to be incorporated into an
appropriate Decision & Order format, with additional appropriate explanations. Our goal
was to provide language that we believe may provide a sound basis for moving forward on
key issues for the future.
1.

SCOPE OF FRANCHISE

Provisions of this franchise that relate to cable services are adopted consistent with
Title VI of the Communications Act of 1934,47 U.S.C. § 521 et seq. The franchise issued
subject to Title VI is only for construction and operation of a cable system to provide cable

services. The franchise fee provided for in this Decision and Order is only a fee in return for
the grant of the right to provide cable services via a system located in the public rights of
way. My non-cable service obligations contained herein are either voluntarily assumed by
OTW, or are pursuant to the authority of the State to establish conditions on the use of the
rights of way to provide non-cable services via facilities in the rights of way.
Renewal of this franchise does not relieve OTW of obligations under previous
Decisions and Orders except as expressly stated.
Rationale: OTWpoints out that recent FCC Orders can be read to limit the scope of
franchises issues pursuant to Title Vi Those same orders recognize that states may have
authority to impose obligations based upon use ofthe rights ofway to provide other services.
See. e.z, Implementation ofSection 621(a) (1) ofthe Cable Communications Policy Act of
1984 as amended by the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of
1992, Second Report and Order, 22 FCC Red 19633, 19638 n.31 (2007) (cable operator is
not required to payfranchisefee on revenuesfrom non-cable services, but “[tJhis finding, of
course, does not apply to non-cablefranchisefee requirements, such as any lawfulfees
related to the provision oftelecommunications services. “)
OTW appears to agree that it can be bound by conditions to which it agrees. In light
of OTW’~y position, to the extent the renewedfranchises contain any broadband conditions, it
should be clear that those are undertaken voluntarily and do not depend on Cable Act
authority. This also requires carefully delimiting the scope ofthefranchise granted
2.

DEFINITIONS

2.1
Gross Revenues: “Gross Revenues” means all cash, credits, property of any
kind or nature or other consideration derived directly or indirectly by OTW, its affiliates,
subsidiaries, parents, and any other person or entity in which OTW has a financial interest or
which has a financial interest in OTW derived from the operation of the Cable System to
provide Cable Services, and such other revenues as may be included consistent with federal
law as it now exists or may hereafter be amended, including by way of example and not
limitation:
(a)
Revenue from all charges for entertainment and non-entertainment
services and equipment provided to Subscribers, including DVR and other services and
equipment;
(b)
Revenue from all charges for the insertion of commercial
advertisements upon the Cable System;
(c)

Revenue from all charges for the leased use of studios or Channels;

(d)
Revenue from all charges for the installation, connection and
reinstatement of equipment necessary for the utilization of the Cable System and the
provision of Subscriber and other service; and
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(e)
Revenue from the sale, exchange or use or cablecast of any
programming developed for community use or institutional users.
(f)
Gross Revenues shall include, valued at contract price levels, the value
of any goods, services, or other remuneration in non-monetary form, received by OTW or
others described above in consideration of performance by OTW or others described above
of any advertising or other service in connection with the Cable System.
Provided that, this definition shall not be interpreted to require affiliates, subsidiaries,
parents, and any other person or entity in which OTW has a financial interest or which has a
financial interest in OTW to pay a franchise fee on revenues for which OTW has already paid
a franchise fee.
Rationale: This definition is based on prior definitions used in the original Decisions
and Orders for the cablefranchises granted to Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P.
It allows the State to collect the maximum allowablefranchisefeefor cable service under
.federal law, which the current definition does not We would suggest that the State collect
thefullfranchisefee, and then use the additionaiflinds to support broadband initiatives by
Akaku. (See Section 3)
12
Designated Entity: “Designated Entity” means Maui County Community
Television, Inc. d/b/a Akaku: Maui Conununity Television as the entity designated by the
Director to manage the public, education and government (“PEG”) access channels in Maui
County.
2.3
Provide: Except where otherwise specifically stated, an obligation to
“provide” any facility or equipment (including but not limited to interconnections and
connections) shall include the obligation to provide initially, to maintain, and to upgrade and
replace such facility or equipment as required to achieve the objectives of the obligation.
3.

FRANCHISE FEE

The State desires to collect the maximum cable service franchise fee it may collect
consistent with federal law, in return for the grant of the franchise to provide cable services,
currently 5% of Gross Revenues. OTW is required to pay that maximum franchise fee.
Three percent (3%) of Gross Revenues is to be paid to the Designated Entity, as described in
Section 5.18(a) below. One per cent of Gross Revenues is to be paid to the Hawaii Public
Broadcasting Authority. L
1 percent (%) is to be paid to DCCA for administrative
costs. The remainder shall be paid to the Designated Entity for use in broadband
development projects (this specific designation does not prevent use of Access Operating
Fees and other fluids for broadband). Aside from these franchise fee amounts, OTW agrees
that no cost it is required to incur in connection with this franchise, and no amount it is
required to pay constitutes a franchise fee within the meaning of 47 U.S.C. § 542.
Rationale: This maintains the current allocation offranchisefees among the
DesignatedEntity, JIPBA andDCCA, but ensures that OTWpays the entire 5% (or higher
amount) permitted underfederal law. Any additional amounts collected would be available
for use by the Designated Entity to promote broadband adoption and use.
3

4.

SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1

Network upgrade.

(a)
Within two years of the date of this Decision and Order, OTW shall
upgrade the Cable System so that it provides the same level of services in Maui County, with
the same technical quality and reliability, as OTW provides in the City of Honolulu.
(b)
It must provide this upgraded service in any area within the franchise
area where it is providing cable services as of June 1, 2013.
(c)

It must also provide this upgraded service to any area where:

(i)
Twelve entities within a one square mile area agree to take
any service offered by OTW for a period of at least twelve months; or
(ii)

The density is at least twenty-five residential units per

square mile; or
(iii) The entity requesting service is willing to pay a percentage
share of the actual incremental cost of extension construction where the percentage equals
the number of residential units per square mile divided by 25.
(d)
If OTW modifies the Cable System or ifs operations in a manner that
has the effect of requiring modifications to public, educational and governmental (“PEG”)
use facilities and equipment, or institutional network facilities and equipment OTW will bear
any cost required to ensure that there is no adverse effect on the Designated Entity or to users
of the institutional network.
Rationale: Given the length oftime that OTW has held thefranchisesfor cable
service in Maui County, and its profitability we believe it is fair and essential to require it to
take advantage oftechnologies and to expand its systems so that it can reach residents and
businesses throughout the County, who will greatly benefitfrom connectivity and access to
cable services. A build-out requirement based on linear mileage t~ not appropriate in a rural
setting and where roads follow natural, non-linear geography.
OTW can always seek appropriate reliefin particular cases, and wherejustWecI the
DCCA can consider alternative means ofensuring all communities in the County receive
adequate service.
5.

PEG CHANNELS

5.1
Number. OTW shall make available six (6) channels on the subscriber
network for PEG use and in addition provide any statewide PEG channels it may be required
to catty under any Decision and Order. Except where otherwise stated, the requirements of
this Order do not relate or refer to the statewide channels.
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5.2
Additional Channels. Additional channels shall be provided upon request by
the Designated Entity when PEG channels are in use during 80 percent of the weekdays,
Monday to Friday, for 80 percent of the time during any consecutive three hour period for six
weeks running. OTW shall have six months from the date of the request in which to provide
the new channel, but OTW need not provide additional channels until after the date
scheduled for completion ofthe upgrade required by Section 4.1 above.
5.3

Management Each PEG channel shall be managed by the Designated Entity.

Rationale: The proposal maintains the current PEG channels in the County, the need
for which has been firmly established~ and also provides for reasonable growth in channel
capacity if the channels are meeting certain use triggers. This ensures that the public is not
“capacity strapped” in thefuture.
5.4
Channel Deflned~ The term “channel” refers to the capacity equivalent to that
provided to early the fill signal provided by fill-power local broadcast television stations
carried on the system. If some broadcast stations are provided more capacity than others, the
term refers to the maximum capacity provided to any station. The capacity provided to
broadcast stations is currently used at least to deliver siniulcasts of standard definition and
high definition signals, and may be used to deliver a standard definition analog version, a
digital analog version, and a high definition version. Capacity may also be provided for
multicasting. A Designated Entity may use the PEG capacity in the same way local ti.ill
power broadcasters use capacity on the cable system, including without limitation, for
simulcasting PEG programming in standard definition and high definition formats; for
multicasting; or for transmitting data or interactive content. The Designated Entity may
place any information in the PEG signal that a broadcaster includes in its signals, including
but not limited to closed captioning, multi-lingual audio, and video description, and the same
shall be as accessible to viewers as similar information provided by local fill-power
broadcasters. Each signal stream provided and each signal for simulcast shall be carried on a
unique channel number. The system shall be designed so that the Designated Entity may take
flail advantage of the capacity dedicated for PEG use. Nothing in this Section 5.4 prevents
OTW from providing PEG signals to subscribers on a switched basis, so long as (i) there are
no differences in the viewer experience between switched and non-switched channels and (ii)
there is no need for the suscriber to pay any additional charges than the subscriber already
pays or request any different equipment than the subscriber actuallys uses to receive
commercial services from OTW; provided, however, that OTW shall satis~’ the requirements
of this clause (ii) if it provides the subscriber (at no charge and without special request) a
device that enables the subscriber to receive the SDV signal.
Rationale: We recognize that the current definition ofchannel is probably outdated~
but the old definition requiredprovision ofthe same amount ofcapacity used to deliverfullpower broadcast stations, and the newfranchises should do the same, thus ensuring that
PEG can provide programming equivalent to that provided by broadcast stations. This also
ensures that PEG can be provided in high definition, something increasingly critical given
the broad acceptance oftheformat:. and thefact that programming is now being produced in
thatformat by Akczku, but reduced in qualityfor delive,y to subscribers.
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We recognize that capacity may be switched or not switched As long as the viewer
experience is identical, the switched channels meet all other PEG requirements,and
subscribers are not required to make special efforts or pay more to receive PEG, switching is
not inherently objectionable. OTW shouuld satisfy the requirements ofthis section by
providing digital converters to all subscribers who do not have them. This section should be
read in conjunction with the digital transition section.
5.5

Deliverii ofChannels.

(a)
Except as otherwise provided in this Decision and Order, every PEG
channel must be delivered so that it is viewable by every subscriber without any expense or
equipment beyond the expense incurred or the equipment actually used by the subscriber to
receive comparable broadcast signals. For example, if a subscriber can view a high
definition broadcast station, that subscriber must also be able to view high definition PEG
channels, without additional cost or equipment; and if a customer cannot view high definition
broadcast signals, that customer need not be able to view the high definition PEG channels.
(b)
OTW currently delivers signals inanalog and digital formats. DCCA
permitted OTW to transition two educational channels in Maui County to digital format, on
the condition that OTW provide converters on request that would allow subscribers to view
the PEG channels. However, the best available evidence indicates thatthe vast majority of
analog subscribers in Maui County did not receive converters, meaning that the subscribers
have lost access to important local programming. About 40% of OTW subscribers remain
analog subscribers. Because of the importance of PEG, except with respect to the channels
that have already transitioned, OTW shall:
i.
either continue to provide PEG channels in an analog format
until all broadcast signals on the cable system are provided in a digital format
(while delivering PEG simulcast signals in the same format as local broadcast
signals are delivered); ~
ii.
provide the current analog signals in a digital format and
ensure those signals are viewable by every subscriber by providing every
subscriber who does not already lease a converter from OTW with two
devices that convert the digital signals to an analog format at no charge, until
such time as all signals on the Cable -System are provided in digital format, or
such time as OTW shows that 95% of all subscribers receive digital service
and would be able to view the PEG signals without additional equipment or
expense. The converters must have been provided to subscribers before any
PEG channel being delivered in an analog format as of June 1,2013 may be
provided solely in digital formats.
Rationale: Experience suggests that the provision ofPEG in digitalformat has
resulted in a substantial part ofthe population losing access to the PEG channels. Given the
supportfor Akaku and community media, we believe that this Ic because ofthe cost and
inconvenience ofrequiring consumers to take special steps to receive PEG that is not
requiredfor any other channeL Ifa subscriber takes a premium program package, OTW
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ensures the customer gets the equz~ment required to view the channeL Similarly here, every
subscribers should receive the equipment required to view PEG. And since the digital
transition provides a substantial commercial benefit to OTW, the cost ofproviding that
equipment should be borne by OTW not subscribers.
(c)
OTW will not change the current existing PEG channel numbers or
positions except with the consent of the DCCA and after consultation with the Designated
Entity. Consent to a change will not be granted unless:
(i)
the channel number or position being changed has not been
previously changed in the preceding 24 months;
(ii)
the new channel position is near the current channel
positions, or near the local, full-power broadcast channels;
(iii)
OTW agrees to pay all the costs of the Designated Entity
associated with the change in the channel number or location; and
(iv) OTW agrees to publicize the change by broadcasting alerts on
the affected channels continuously for two weeks prior to the
change; airing 1,000 cross-channel public service announcements
per week regarding the change, for the two weeks prior to the
change; and publishing a one-quarter page ad explaining the change
in a Maui County newspaper of daily circulation every day for one
week prior to the change. All such publicity shall include
information about what is changing and why; instructions for
installing converters; reminders to rescan or reprogram digital settop boxes as may be needed to continue to view the channels; where
the channels may be found on a QAM tuner, if this is a different
location than on the converter; and a telephone help number and
website url for questions and assistance.;
(d)
New PEG channels, or multicast (including high definition) PEG
signals will be assigned a channel number near other local MI power broadcast channels; if
channels are grouped based in part on format, PEG and local fill power broadcast channels
carried in the same format will be grouped together. Once a channel number is assigned, the
process for changing the channel number will be as described in subparagraph (c).
Rationale: PEG channels operate on a relatively low budge4 so it is important that
subscribers are able to easily locate them. In addition, some ofthe target markets will rely
on channel surfing tofind critical PEG programming. This also adds to the importance of
maintaining a consistent channel identityfor PEG channels and locating PEG channels
where the channels may be easilyfound
(e)
OTW will provide PEG channels on frequencies so that the signals
will be viewable to schools and other public institutions if they are currently viewable..
Rationale: digital signals can be delivered on anyfrequency designated by the
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operator. IfPEG channels are placed on high frequencies, some ofthe internal wiring in
schools and other public buildings may not support the distribution ofthatprogramming
throughout the building. In Texas, Time Warner agreed to provide PEG channels on
frequencies so that the signals could be viewed by schools andpublic institutions over
existing wiring at least jfthe wiring were adequate to view the analog signals (in some
cases, ofcourse, wiring to a particular outlet may be so defective that it would not support
transmission ofPEG programming at anyfrequency). In other words, this simply requires
OTW to maintain the status quo.
—

(f)

In addition to the channels described above:

(i)
OTW will provide the equipment and facilities and make
improvements to them necessary to allow subscribers to access PEG programming “on
demand.” Subscribers must be able to select PEG programming via a menu that is
reasonably acceptable to the Designated Entity, and the format, performance and other
characteristics that affect the viewer experience must be comparable to video on demand
provided for commercial services. OTW must provide the fficilities and equipment
required, and make improvements to the same, and provide the necessary information so
that the Designated Entity is able to remove and add programming for viewing “on
demand” without significant delay. OTW must provide at least 25 hours of on-demand
capacity within six months of the date of this Decision and Order, and may be required to
provide up to 250 hours of on-demand capacity within eighteen months of the date of this
Decision and Order, provided that the Designated Entity shows DCCA that it has a
reasonable plan for utilizing additional capacity; or
(ii)
Within twelve months of the effective date of this franchise,
OTW must make PEG programming available on any platform it makes commercial
programming available. A “platform” may include, but is not limited to a OTW website
through which subscribers may view programming on the cable system in real time or on
demand; or an application through which a cable service subscriber can view
programming on a tablet, smartphone or other device. PEG will be accessible via the
platform in a manner such that format, performance and other characteristics that affect
the viewer experience are comparable to the viewer experience for other commercial
programming provided via the platform (for example, if commercial programming is
available in real time and on demand, PEG programming must be available in real time
and on demand). OTW shall provide the facilities and equipment (including servers)
required, and make improvements to the same, and provide any information required so
that the entity designated by the State to manage PEG channels is able to take fill
advantage of the capabilities of the platform. If commercial programming is provided on
demand via the platform, OTW must provide at least 250 hours of on-demand capacity,
provided that the entity responsible for managing PEG shows DCCA that it has a
reasonable plan for utilizing that capacity.
Rationale: The needs and interest report showed a clear interest in video on demand
provided via cable system servers. However, it may be as beneficial, and serve similar
interests, if the Designated Entity is able to take advantage ofthe plaçforms operators are
developing to provide “cable anywhere” to subscriber on computers, smartp hones, tablets
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and other devices. We have therefore proposed to give OTW an alternative for satisft’ing
video on demand needs and interests by providing adequate video on demand capabilities or
through another means. The 250 hours reflects thefact that VoD imay be particularly useful
for archiving series programming —for example, classes aimed at people seeking a high
school equivalency degree. Each course would require about 40 hours ofarchiving per
semester. Public meetings likewise would require sign(ficant archival capacity.
(g)
PEG channels may be used for any purpose permitted under federal
law. Nothing herein prevents a Designated Entity from using the PEG channels to generate
revenues to support PEG, through sponsorships or other means.
5.6
In addition to activating and providing fifty (50) origination points on the
institutional network OTW, at its cost, shall maintain and operate the subscriber network and
provide and maintain ten (10) sets of the necessary encoding and decoding devices and
modems so that the Designated Entity may transmit signals in “real time” upstream from
distant locations to the playback centers for any of the PEG channels (the parties anticipate
that this may be done by providing mobile DOCSIS cable modems that can be connected to
the subscriber network at permanent or temporary drops and that can use upstream capacity
on the subscriber network to transmit programming via the subscriber network and the
connections to PEG playback centers). OTW shall also maintain and operate the system so
that signals can be routed onto the PEG channels and so that the Designated Entity may, from
its master control site, receive signals from and transmit signals to the headend and out
through the institutional network and the subscriber network on the appropriate channels.
The Designated Entity must be able to control signals from distant locations and preview
them before they are transmitted to subscribers or to the institutional network.
To facilitate the exchange of recorded programming from locations throughout the
County, the Designated Entity may identi& 10 locations within the County to serve as
permanent upload points, and OTW shall provide the highest speed Internet connection
offered by OTW within that location’s area, or an alternative connection with equivalent
capacity.
5.7
OTW shall at all times provide a dedicated connection to the master playback
center for each PEG channel with sufficient upstream and downstream capacity so that each
Designated Entity can program the channels under its control; so that the fill signals
provided by the Designated Entity are picked up and delivered without deterioration or
manipulation that may affect signal content or quality; and so that the Designated Entity may
take fill advantage of the channels and capabilities required under Section 2.3. In addition,
OTW shall provide a connection with sufficient activated capacity so that the Designated
Entity may program all the subscriber network PEG channels for which it has playback
responsibility simultaneously, and so the public access master playback control can preview
signals originated elsewhere and route them onto the appropriate channels.
Rationale: Akaku ~ ability to originate and easily receive programmingfrom
locations throughout the County is hampered by the absence ofadequate connections to
remote locations. We believe those needs could be satisfied with dedicated connections, but
could also be satisfied through other means, including using cable system upstream capacity
9

at temporary andpermanent locations. We therefore propose to provide the connections but
to allow OTW someflexibility in terms ofthe means ofproviding the connectionsJ
5.8
OTW shall ensure that signals as received by subscribers (whether originated
at the master control or at distant locations) meet or exceed signal quality standards
established by the FCC, or such other standards as may be required under other provisions of
this franchise, but OTW is not responsible for signal quality problems that result from the
failure of the Designated Entity to provide an adequate signal at the point the signal is
delivered to OTW for transmission to the playback center, or to the OTW headend. Delivery
is deemed to occur at the input of the modulator, cable modem, encoder (or other device
used to place a signal on the network for transmission to a playback center or to the
headend). OTW shall use components and provide maintenance services for PEG channels
and associated system equipment at least of the same quality as the components and
maintenance services for other channels. The obligation to maintain and operate includes, but
is not limited to, the obligation to provide connections and electronics, including temporary
drops, and connections from the playback center to the headend as required to accomplish the
foregoing, including all necessary modulators, demodulators, cable modems, decoders,
encoders or similar devices.
5.9
Each subscriber must be able to record, select and view PEG channels in the
same maimer local, fUll-power broadcast channels can be recorded, selected and viewed.
From a subscriber viewpoint, there should be no difference between PEG and local fullpower broadcast channels (other than differences that are a result of the signal delivered to
OTW). PEG channels shall be provided so that designated entities may deliver, and
subscribers may receive, PEG signals equivalent in quality to local full-power broadcast
signals carried on the system (this includes, but is not limited to, delivery of a high definition
signal to subscribers who have the capability of receiving high definition signals, and
simultaneous delivery of a standard definition signal, closed captioning, stereo, and multiple
audio programming).
5.10 The Designated Entity has no obligation to provide a signal to OTW in a
particular format. OTW may convert PEG programming to any format, so long as it is
delivered in a manner that complies with the other requirements of this section. If OTW
simulcasts broadcast signals in higher quality format and lower quality formats, the
Designated Entity may, at its option, deliver a single higher quality signal for delivery in the
higher quality and lower quality formats used for simulcasting broadcast signals. OTW is
not obligated to upconvert a signal under this section, but may be required to downconvert a
signal.
5.11 OTW, upon request of the Designated Entity, will provide technical assistance
or diagnostic services to determine whether or not any problem with the PEG signals is the
result of matters for which OTW is responsible, and if so OTW will take immediate
corrective actions.
Rationale: These provisions ensure that the PEG channels are in all respects
provided to the subscriber such that (a) there is no signal deterioration; and (b) the channels
function identically to the broadcast channels in all respects. By contrast, some operators in
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other states are providing PEG in a manner such that it is less accessible, cannot be
recorde4 and is oflower quality than broadcast channels. This language protects the
traditional equality oftreatment accorded PEG in Hawaii; it is intended that as broadcast
channels improve and change with technology, so will PEG.
5.12 OTW shall provide the PEG channels to any person who subscribes to any
level of cable video programming service.
Rationale: Universal access to PEG is usually a requirement offranchises, and is
usually accomplished by requiring that PEG be provided as part ofbasic service. But it is
not clear that operators will always be required to provide a~”basic service” tier. Rather
than tie to a particular tier, we’ve required what the “basic tier” requirement was meant to
ensure every subscriber should have access to every PEG channel without special costs,
and without making special requests.]
—

5.13 If channels are selected through a menu system, the PEG channels shall be
displayed in the same manner as other channels. If the channel guide includes individual
program information for any broadcast channel, it must also provide individual program
information for the PEG channels, so long as it, or its designee, is provided that information
by the Designated Entity.
Rationale: In the current environment, channel listings are critical to allow viewers,
and especially viewers who have disabilities, to identify programming ofinterest, to select
that programming, and to record thatprogramming.
5.14 Whether specifically enumerated herein or not OTW shall continue through
this franchise term to provide all PEG use facilities and equipment that it was providing or
was required to provide as of January 1,2012.
5.15 OTW shall interconnect its cable system in the County with other cable
systems owned by OTW or an affiliate in Hawaii, for the purpose of allowing the exchange
of PEG programming, arid shall deliver the interconnected PEG signals to the Designated
Entities for retransmission on the PEG channels.
5.16 OTW shall also interconnect its system with any other cable systems in Maui
County for the purpose of exchanging PEG programming, upon such terms and conditions as
the DCCA may direct.
5.17 Each interconnection must support, by way of example and not limitation,
retransmission of PEG signals from another location in real time to permit exchange of live
coverage of public meetings.
Rationale: Ifcompetition does develop, we need to be able to exvhange PEG
programming across cable systems; and within the OTW network, there is an increasing
need and interest in being able to view PEG programmingfrom other counties, as reflected
by the statewide educational channels.
5.18

Tn addition to satis~,ing the other requirements of this Decision and Order,
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OTW is required to provide the following additional PEG use funding:
(h)
An Access Operating Fee equal to three per cent of Gross Revenues,
paid annually to the Designated Entity;
(b)
The amount payable pursuant to Section 3 above for use in broadband
development projects; and
(b)
Capital support equal to $0.75 per subscriber per month, paid annually
to the Designated Entity, and increased annually by the U.S. Department of
Commerce Consumer Price Index for the State of Hawaii, with 2013 being the base
year.
Rationale: This maintains the status quofor operatingfiends; provides additional
franchisefees for local broadbandprojects; andprovides an ongoing capital support that is
consistent with Akaku needsfor thefuture.
5.19 OTW shall provide the following promotional support for access: 100 crosschannel public service announcement spots daily to promote PEG programs and the
availability of community programming facilities and training;Free drops to subscriber
network.
5.20

OTW shall provide free drops to the subscriber network, as follows:

(a)
continue to provide a free drop to the subscriber network and free
basic and expanded basic service to each public and private school, public library branch,
police and fire station, community center and public building and to such other institutions,
including the Designated Entity as has been required, where the drop and service had been
provided prior to January 1, 2014;
(b)
provide a free drop to the subscriber network and free basic and
expanded basic service to each public and private school, public library branch, police and
fire station, community center, public building that requests a drop in writing. Where a drop
requested under this Section would require OTW to install a drop longer than 400 feet in
length measured from the closest street, OTW may charge the location for the reasonable
cost of the labor and materials required to extend the drop beyond the 400 feet.
(c)
OTW is only required to provide a single free drop to the subscriber
network, to a single outlet at a point within the location selected by that location. However,
the location at its own expense may extend the drop to multiple outlets and receive free basic
and expanded basic service at each outlet, so long as such extension does not result in any
violations of leakage standards which OTW is obligated to meet. A location that wishes to
install multiple outlets may doso itself, or may contract with OTW to do so. OTW shall
provide equipment so that the services can be received and individually tuned by each
receiver connected to the drop at a location.
Rationale: Cablefranchises have long providedforfree drops, but with the
digitalization ofthe system it is now important to ensure that OTW also provides the
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equz~ment that will be necessaly to take advantage ofthose drops.
5.21 If OTW utilizes technologies that allow itto collect data as to the number of
viewers tuning to a particular channel or selecting a particular program, it will upon request
share the viewership data for the PEG channels and programs, and such other channels or
programs as may be reasonably designated for comparison purposes, with DCCA and the
Designated Entity.
5.22 OTW shall not charge the State, the Designated Entity, or any PEG channel
programmer for use of the PEG access channels, equipment, facilities or services, or for
satis1~’ing any of its obligations hereunder.
6.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

6.1
OTW shall comply with all federal and state customer service standards, and
in addition will comply with the customer service requirements established by the DCCA
from time to time. Without limiting its obligation to comply with customer service standards
established under federal, state law, OTW shall comply with the customer service standards
set forth in this Decision and Order, which standards shall be treated as minimum, not
maximum requirements. In the event of conflicts between standards, the stricter requirement
shall control.
6.2
An “outage” is any event that results in a significant deterioration in the
quality of any service offered by OTW. A loss of picture or sound, or a substantial
deterioration in picture or sound on one or more channels is an outage.
6.3

At a minimum:

(a) OTW must install equipment, and maintain records so that it may prove
that it is in compliance with each obligation hereunder. Failure to maintain records and
install equipment shall be a violation of these standards.
(b) OTW shall provide the means to accept complaint calls twenty-four (24)
hours a day, seven (7) days a week via a toll free number. A subscriber must be able to
navigate any menu tree and reach a customer service representative within sixty (60)
seconds. OTW must satis& this standard 90 per cent of the time during normal operating
conditions during each calendar quarter. Any outage or other service problem that affects
cable services and non-cable services shall be treated as a cable service complaint for
purposes of OTW’s obligations under this provision.
(c) During normal operating conditions, any service complaints from
subscribers shall be investigated and acted upon within twenty-four (24) hours. Any service
complaint shall be resolved within three (3) business days. Any outages affecting more than
one subscriber must be resolved within two (2) business days. If because of the nature of the
complaint it cannot be resolved within these time periods (as might occur in the aftermath of
a storm that causes significant power outages), OTW will not be deemed to be in violation of
this section. But delay is not excused merely because of the location of the affected
customers in the County.
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(d) Upon notification by a subscriber of an outage, OTW shall credit a
subscriber’s account for loss of service. A subscriber is entitled to one day’s credit for any
day where the outage exceeds four (4) hours. The subscriber need not request a credit to
receive a credit. The outage will be presumed to be a four hour outage unless OTW can
ved& otherwise. If OTW becomes aware of an outage that affects more than one subscriber,
it will credit subscribers affected by the outage, to the extent that they may be identified,
without the need for each subscriber to request a credit. OTW may seek a waiver of this
automatic crediting requirement from DCCA if OTW can demonstrate that it is answering
calls regarding outages and credit promptly.
(e) Subsection (d) applies to cable services, but OTW may opt to apply the
same credit in connection with its provision of Internet services, and if so must notify DCCA,
and will be liable for its failure to provide the credit. If OTW does not so opt, then the
provision of a credit to a subscriber shall not affect operator liability under applicable
consumer protection law, including for failure to deliver services promised, or for charging
for services not actually delivered and shall not prevent the subscriber, the state or any entity
authorized to bring an action from seeking relief under any provision of state law.
(f) Service windows shall be three hours. Installation and repair services
must be provided six days a week, eight hours per thy.
(g) During normal operating conditions, company must respond to a request
for service and install service within seven (7) days. This standard must be met 95% of the
time measured quarterly.
6.4
DCCA is aware that at the present time, certain areas of Maui County are not
receiving service with the same speed as other areas. For this reason, these provisions will be
read to require OTW to meet the install standard for each distinct geographic area within
Maui County, as defined by DCCA.
7.

TERMINATION PROVISIONS

If during the term of the franchise, the amounts payable by OTW to the Designated
Entity decrease by more than 15% from higher of (a) the amount paid to the Designated
Entity for the year prior to the date of this Decision and Order or (b) the amount paid to the
Designated Entity during the first year of the renewed franchises, in 2013 dollars, DCCA
may by written notice shorten the franchise term and require OTW to apply for a renewal
franchise unless, within six months following the date of such written notice, DCCA and
OTW agree to terms that to the extent possible, restore finding for PEG.
DCCA may also by written notice shorten the franchise term and require OTW to
apply for a renewal franchise if any material provision of the franchise is preempted or
otherwise unenforceable or if OTW reflises to comply with any such material provision on
the ground that it is preempted or unenforceable, or claims a right to compensation or offset
if the provision is enforced; unless, within six months following the date of such written
notice, DCCA and OTW agree to terms that, to the extent possible, restore the relative
benefits and burdens of the franchise.
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This provision is designed to allow DCCA to modi~’ the franchise in light of
technological or federal regulatory changes that result in changes in the amount received by
the Designated Entity pursuant to this Decision and Order, or to terminate the franchise if the
franchise no longer provides adequate protections to the public. DCCA may not shorten the
franchise term if the reduction in payments to the Designated Entity is due to loss of
subscribers to another franchised cable operator that is paying fees to the Designated Entity.
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